
A non-native mollusk the size of your 
fingernail is causing big problems in the 
Great Lakes. It is showing us the damage 
that can be done by invasive species. 
These species take over an area and upset  
the ecology.

In 1988, zebra mussels hitched a ride  
on a ship from Europe to North America.  
They traveled to a small lake between Lake 
Huron and Lake Erie. Less than ten years 
later, zebra mussels were living in all five 
Great Lakes and four river basins where 
they had never lived before. 

Zebra mussels spread quickly because 
they can live in many water environments. 
Also, each female may produce one million 
eggs each year. Adult mussels attach to 
many hard surfaces. They attach to both  
  living and nonliving surfaces,  
      including clams, plants,  
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and pipes. They even attach to each other. 
One colony of attached zebra mussels 
clogged the water pipe of a town. The 
town had no water for three days. 

Zebra mussels eat by straining tiny 
animals from water. Because of how they 
eat, parts of Lake Erie are now five times 
clearer than they used to be. That sounds 
good, but the tiny animals eaten by zebra 
mussels are also food for other animals. 
The other animals are now dying off. No 
one knows how to get rid of zebra mussels.

As zebra mussels spread, other kinds of 
animals are threatened. Lake Erie is seeing 
how one little invasive species can upset  
a whole ecosystem. Are there invasive 
species in your area?

food chains

Invasion of the 
Zebra Mussels 

Some species of clams that live in the Great 
Lakes region are close to extinction because 
of zebra mussels. The zebra mussels build 
colonies on the clams, preventing them from 
moving and feeding.

o  What is an invasive species?
o  Name two reasons zebra mussels 

have spread so quickly.
o  Name three ways in which zebra 

mussels have changed the ecology 
of the Great Lakes.©
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